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— 4 Islands, boards

— 13 Maps, cardboard tiles

Components

— 16 Buildings, cardboard tiles

— 16 Pirates, cardboard tiles

— 16 Ships, cardboard tiles

— 8 Resource, dice

— 12 Treasures, dice

— 12 Navy, dice

— 2 Directions, cardboard tiles
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Theme 
This is the new world, a free world. No longer bound by the distant 
kings and queens, you embarked on the open seas to make a new 
home. At last you found a lovely little island to start your pirate 
empire. You must now hire allies, find hidden treasures, build 
buildings and ships and battle with the royal navy. But be careful, 
the other pirates cannot be trusted, as they will do everything to 
make their island the best pirate haven. Who will prevail in the end?

Objective 
In Pirate Haven you will try to make the best possible home for 
your pirate business! You must build and place different 
buildings, ships and allies that can fulfil your goals and house 
treasure, resources and rum you might find along the way. 
Each round you will travel in the open seas trying to manage 
your income and space correctly. You will gain Fame through 
various means and strategies, and at the end of the game the 
most famous pirate will be the winner!

— 12 Rums, cardboard tokens — 4 wooden Ships

— 4 wooden cubes
— These rules
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Setup 

1. Give one Island board to each player and one cube. 
2. Shuffle the map tiles into a face down deck. Make sure to leave enough 
space in the middle of the table. Also, set the left and right Direction tiles 
3. Separate the Building , Pirate and Ship tiles and shuffle them into face up 
decks.  
4. Make a pool of all the dice and Rum tokens. 
5. The last player to have visited an island will be the 1st player for the first 
round, placing their wooden Ship on the “1st” spot of the left Direction tile. 
Place the other wooden Ships on the other spots, going in clockwise order 
from the 1st player.
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Round order 

The game lasts for 4 rounds and each round has the same structure. You 
will first earn Income, then set up the Map and lastly Travel through it. 

 Income 
Each round you will adjust your Income based on the current resources of 
your Island. Count all the white dice you have placed and any white 
squares printed on tiles and the Island board, and set your cube on the 
corresponding spot of your Income track. The Income track is located on 
the top left corner of your Island board. You can have as many resources 
as you want, but your Income is maxed at 12. 

So for the first round of the game your Income is 6. 

Throughout the game you will buy new tiles, paying with your Income, 
moving the cube accordingly. Please note that your Income only decreases 
throughout the round and doesn’t increase every time you place a new die 
or tile on your Island.  

Before calculating your Income at the beginning of the round, you have to 
reset the track, meaning that you can’t save unspent Income from round to 
round.  

 Map 
Each round you will have a new Map configuration, as the new world is 
ever changing.  

Draw Map tiles from the deck according to the number of players.  
— In a 4 player game you will draw 12 tiles. Lay six of them in a row and 
beneath them, on a second row, the other six.  
— In a 3 player game you will draw 10 tiles. Lay five of them in a row 
and beneath them, on a second row, the other five. 
— In a 2 player game you will draw 8 tiles. Lay four of them in a row and 
beneath them, on a second row, the other four. 

Then, move the two Direction tiles on the left and right of the Map tiles, 
enclosing them.

4 player Map 
example
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Lastly, fill each empty spot (dotted squares) with the 
corresponding tiles and dice. Draw tiles from their respective decks and 
place them face up. Take dice from their respective pool, roll them and 
place them on the corresponding spots. Also, place Rum tokens, if any.  

 Travel 
Now, it’s time to Travel the Map and make your choices!  
In your Travels you will find Buildings (green tiles) that will offer you 
passive abilities, Ships (blue tiles) that will offer you instant abilities 
and Pirates (purple tiles) that will offer scoring abilities.  
Also, you will find Treasure (yellow dice) that is worth Fame, 
Resources (white dice) that will increase your Income and Navy (red 
dice) that will let you compete for their majority at the end of the game. 

All the tiles have a cost, as shown by their white number. That number 
also denotes their maximum capacity and their strength. 

You will not necessarily take turns in clockwise order throughout your 
Travels, instead the player closer to the start of the Map will take a 
turn. This means that a player can take consecutive turns, as long as 
they don’t pass another’s player wooden Ship. You can Travel as far as 
you want, even leaving the Map, but keep in mind that you may be giving 
multiple extra turns to your opponents. The Direction tiles show the 
direction you must follow when Travelling. Each spot can be taken by a 
single player only.  

The Map consists of four rows of spots. A spot can have either a tile, a die 
or a special action. 
— When you land on a tile you can buy it or discard it. To buy it reduce 
your Income according to it’s cost (the white number) and place the tile 
immediately on your Island board. You need to have enough Income to 
buy the tile, and also an empty spot on your Island to place it. Building 
and Pirate tiles must be build on land, whereas Ship tiles must be placed 
on the sea. You can never move/replace/discard a tile after 
placement. 
— When you land on a die you can take it or discard it. If you take it, you 
immediately place it on an available spot on your Island board. Treasure 
and Resources must be placed on top of tiles, on the dotted squares. 
Navy dice are placed on the Sea, occupying the entire spot. You can 
never move/replace/discard a die after placement, unless by an 
ability. 
— When you land on a special action you must immediately take that 

action.
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If you reach the end of the Map you will place your wooden Ship 
to the top most available spot on the left Direction tile. When all the 
wooden Ships have left the Map and are on the left Direction tile, the 
round ends. Discard any leftover tiles and dice and return them to the 
game’s box. Then, gather all the Map tiles and shuffle them into a deck.  
If this was the 4th round, instead proceed to the end scoring. 

Important: each tile has a specific capacity, as denoted by their 
white number. You can place a die on a tile that exceeds its 
capacity but you have to reduce the pips on that die until you 
reach that capacity. Tiles that have multiple spot don’t share the 
capacity, each of them has the maximum capacity of the tile. Also, 
some spots on tiles are locked and you must firstly acquire Buildings 
with abilities that unlock them.

Important: At any point during your turn you can give 1 
Treasure to instantly increase you Income by 2 points. To give 
1 Treasure you must reduce a placed yellow die by 1 pip. On 
the other hand, you can spend two Income to gain 1 Treasure, 
adding a pip on a placed yellow die. Remember to respect the 
capacity on the tiles.

Important: During the Travel on the 4th round, flip 
the left Direction tile. You will notice that the three first 
spots are now worth Fame.
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B) She begins her travel, 
by moving to this spot and 
taking this Building. She 
spends Income, and places 
the tile on her Island. From 
now on all the spots on 
Pirate tiles are available.

C) Because she is still 
closer to the start that 
any other player, she will 
travel again by taking this 
Treasure. She will place it 
on this Pirate, whose spot 
was unlocked previously. 
Unfornatelly, the capacity 
of the Pirate is only 5 so 
Joan must reduce her 
Treasure by 1 pip in order 
to place it here.

Example 
A) It’s the third 
round, and Joan 
must firstly adjust 
her Income, by 
placing the cube on 
the “9” spot of her 
Income track.

Mark is now closer to 
the start and will Travel.

A

B C

B

C
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End of Game 

When the 4th round ends, you will count your Fame.  

You gain Fame from: 

— the Navy. Each player counts the pips on their placed red dice. 
Important: you need to cover the sum of the pips on your red dice with 
the sum of the strength of your own Ships (the Ships’ strength is their 
white number). If you can’t, you must discard red dice until you do 
cover them. Then, the player with the highest sum receives 20 Fame, 
the second highest 10 Fame, and the third highest 5 Fame. Ties break 
in favour of the player with the most Navy dice. In case of further ties, 
split the Fame equally. 

— Rum, either from collected tokens or printed on placed tiles. Get 
Fame according to the table on the bottom of your Island board. For 
example, if you have 4 Rum you will get 10 Fame. If you have more 
than 5 Rum you can start a new set. 

— Treasure that is visible on your Island, either from yellow dice or 
printed on placed tiles. The conversion is 1:1. 

— spots on the left Direction tile, either 5, 3 or 1 Fame.  

— Pirate tiles, according to their scoring ability. 

The player with the highest total is the winner, and the best pirate of 
the new world! Enjoy your triumph! 
In case of a tie, the player with the highest Income among those tied is 
the winner.
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Glossary 

Unlock all spots on your placed Buildings. You can place 
dice on these spots from now on. Also, this tile has one 
free die spot and gives 1 Resource. Value/capacity of 1.

Unlock all spots on your placed Pirates. You can place dice 
on these spots from now on. Also, this tile has two one die 
spot and gives 1 Treasure. Value/capacity of 2.

All adjacent tiles, orthogonally, have +1 on their capacity/
strength. This applies immediately and is cumulative with 
other abilities. Also, this tile has a free die spot and a 
locked die spot. Value/capacity of 3.

This tile has no ability, but offers one locked die spot and 
a Rum. Value/capacity of 4.

All adjacent Ships, orthogonally, have +1 on their 
capacity/strength. This applies immediately and is 
cumulative with other abilities. Also, this tile has two free 
die spots. Value/capacity of 5.

This tile has one free die spot, one locked die spot and 
gives 2 Resources. Value/capacity of 6.

Immediately reroll or move a Navy die. This tile also gives 
you a Rum. Value/strength of 1.



 

Immediately reroll or move a Resource die, respecting the 
tiles’ capacities. This tile also has one free die spot. Value/
capacity/strength of 2.

Immediately reroll or move a Treasure die, respecting the 
tiles' capacities. This tile also has one free die spot. Value/
capacity/strength of 3.

Immediately add two pips to every adjacent dice, 
orthogonally, always respecting the tiles’ capacities. This 
tile also has one free die spot.  
Value/capacity/strength of 4.

This tile has two free die spots.  
Value/capacity/strength of 5.

This tile has one free die spot.  
Value/capacity/strength of 6.

Get 3 Fame for every Ship tile that is adjacent, 
orthogonally, to any one Building tile. This tile also gives a 
Rum. Value of 1.

Get x Fame, where x is half the sum of the capacity of 
your Buildings (round down). This tile also gives 1 
Resource. Value of 2.

Get 2 Fame for every different type(capacity) of Building 
you have placed. This tile also has a locked die spot. 
Value/capacity of 3.

11
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Get 2 Fame for every adjacent, orthogonally, die, 
including on this tile. This tile also has a free die spot. 
Value/capacity of 4.

Get 1 Fame for every different type of Ship(capacity) and 
Navy(number) you have placed. This tile also has a locked 
die spot. Value/capacity of 5.

Get x Fame, where x is your Income. Count the Income 
you have at the end of the game. This tile also has a 
locked die spot. Value/capacity of 6.

Immediately, add one pip to all of your placed Treasure 
dice, respecting the tiles’ capacities.

Immediately, add one pip to all of your placed Navy dice.

Immediately, get 2 Income. Do not add 2 to a placed 
Resource die, just adjust your Income track.

Immediately, add one pip to a placed Treasure die / Navy 
die / get 1 Income.  You can choose not to take the 
accompanying Tile, just the special action.

Immediately, get a Rum token and place it on a tile, like 
a die. Rum tokens aren’t affected by the tiles’ capacities, 
but they take up a die spot.
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